
STOCKEMPLOYEE OWNERSHIP PLAN

SE O P

REASONS TO CONSIDER AN ESOP IDEAL ESOP CRITERIA

üOwners desiring to retire both financially and 
operationally from their business in the next five years

üOwners that wish to divest of their business equity and 
in turn reinvest in other assets such as real estate or other 
areas of interest

üOwners that would like their company to perpetuate to 
next generation family or non-family succession 
management

üOwners that have no specific heirs but have a strong 
affinity for the employees that have helped them build 
their enterprise

üBuy-out of existing investors or partners

üOwners looking to sell all or a portion of their business 
equity

üQualifying payroll of $1,000,000 or greater

üAdjusted / Normalized EBITDA of $1,000,000 or greater

ü$5,000,000 or more in business equity value

ü20+ employees (S Corp) 5+ employees (C Corp)

üStrong succession management (either family or non-
family)

üPast history of company profitability
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Shareholders are able to immediately 
sell all or a portion of their business 

equity to a ready and willing buyer at 
Fair Market Value (FMV)

Shareholders can potentially and 
uniquely defer or eliminate all federal 

and state capital gains taxes for the 
proceeds received from the stock sale

Company can become both federal 
and state income tax free going 

forward while legacy ownership can 
continue operating the company 



ü Allows for loyal employees to participate in a retirement plan whose success is directly tied to the company and 
their efforts therein

ü Provides employees with a benefit that they do not have to put any cash into during their employment but can 
grow to a substantial value allowing them to retire more ably and with dignity

ü Creates or accentuates an existing positive corporate culture between management and the broader group of 
employees

ü Provides the company with a legacy position in the community through its ability to enhance its sustainability 
from today onto future generations

CORPORATION AND THE MARKETPLACE 

EMPLOYEES & COMMUNITY

LEGACY OWNERS / SHAREHOLDERS

ü Immediate sale of business equity for those seeking to retire today or transition into retirement at a time of their 
choosing

ü Potential to defer and / or eliminate federal and state capital gains tax (California)

ü Ability to create a structure through (Warrants) that provide selling shareholders with another “bite of the apple” 
through a future equity interest 

ü Consolidation of existing shareholders to a group that is currently in active management of the company

ü Allow shareholders with passive or inactive daily management to receive liquidity for their equity interest

ü Provides the mechanism for a management buy-out of the company by either next generation family members or 
non-family key management

ü Ability of legacy ownership to maintain much of their current level of salary and benefits into the future

ü Company can become federal and state income tax free (100% sale)

ü Company can receive a yearly income tax deduction through plan contributions that may ultimately add up to 
the entire proceeds of the original stock sale

ü ESOP Plans have been proven to increase employee loyalty, productivity and long-term retention

ü Company can become significantly more competitive in their respective industry marketplace due to the unique 
income tax savings and retention of key employees 

ü As with legacy ownership, the adoption of an ESOP can be of significant benefit to the company through positive 
public perception

WHY AN ESOP?
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